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Abstract
The use of knowledgeable informants is a particularly valuable tool for the diagnosis and
assessment of personality disorder (PD). This review details the use of one particular type of
informant—practicing clinicians—in PD research. We detail a wide variety of studies that have
employed clinicians as an assessment source, including those focused on interrater agreement,
comparative validity with other methods, cognitive factors of diagnosis, and opinion surveys. We
demonstrate limitations, such as potential biases and limited convergent validity, which caution
against the assumption that clinicians’ ratings should be considered a gold-standard.
Nonetheless, we also highlight the potential value of research that focuses on clinicians due to its
external validity to real-world practice settings. Finally, we outline several issues to consider
when sampling clinicians, such as participation rate and sample size, and call for future research
that collects ratings from clinicians using systematic, well-validated measures.
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A major methodological decision in any study is choosing the source(s) that will provide
ratings of the variables of interest. In a vast majority of cases this rightfully begins with directly
asking the individual whose personality and/or psychopathology is being investigated.
Nonetheless, the opinions of some other person, an informant, often can provide incrementally
useful information. For example, in organizational settings, it is routine to collect information
from an employee as well as from the employee’s peers and supervisors (Dunning, Heath, &
Suls, 2004). Similarly, for personality pathology there are often situations where other sources,
such as a knowledgeable informant, can provide information that reveals unique information that
increments the self-report (Oltmanns & Turkheimer, 2009). This review covers one particular
population of informants—practicing clinicians—and highlights the advantages and potential
weaknesses of employing this group in personality disorder (PD) research.
It is important to first highlight the scope of this review. In discussing therapists or
clinicians we refer specifically to those trained individuals who provide ratings or judgments on
the basis of their clinical interactions. Such distinctiveness in scope and terminology is important
as this review is not concerned with diagnoses, ratings, or judgments provided by research
personnel, such as LEAD diagnoses assigned by research teams (e.g., Pilkonis, Heape, Ruddy, &
Serrao, 1991) or ratings obtained from, or based on, a clinical interview solely for research
purposes (e.g., Few et al., 2013). Although these groups are often called “clinicians” or
“therapists” in the empirical literature, we believe it is important to reserve these terms for
professionals providing clinical care. Similarly, this review is not concerned with studies that
employ “expert raters” when the population in question is primarily researchers who provide
ratings based on their understanding of the empirical literature. These type of studies are also
quite valuable and have been profitably employed for establishing an expert consensus (Mullins-
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Sweatt, Bernstein, & Widiger, 2012; Samuel, Lynam, Widiger, & Ball, 2012), aggregating
opinions across a broad constituency (Bernstein, Iscan, & Maser, 2007), or providing criteria for
construct validation (e.g., Thomas, Wright, Lukowitsky, Donnellan, & Hopwood, 2012).
Although the researchers in these studies are often well-trained clinically, professionally
licensed, and in many cases are even engaged in the provision of clinical services, their expertise
for the ratings comes from their conceptual or empirical contributions to the research literature.
The focus of this review is on the opinions and judgments of therapists engaged in clinical
practice, as they have unique perspectives.
Advantages of Sampling Clinicians
External Validity. A major advantage of sampling practicing clinicians is the external
validity of their ratings. Clinicians are unique in their ability to provide a window into how PDs
are diagnosed in clinical practice. In other words, if one seeks to understand the key features and
heuristics that drive the cognitive factors of diagnostic decisions (Kim & Ahn, 2002), then one
simply must sample practitioners who are actively engaged in this enterprise. It is important to
note that this does not necessarily suggest that their diagnoses have construct validity, but at the
very least they are reflections of the types of diagnoses that are routinely provided in clinics.
Impartial Third Party. The diagnosis and assessment of personality disorder is particularly
challenging in many cases as the disorders are ego-syntonic. PD symptoms might not be
considered particularly problematic to the person, but be better reflected by the distress they
cause others (Miller, Pilkonis, & Clifton, 2005). Scholars have argued that self-reports of PD
pathology are inherently untrustworthy due to concerns about the individual’s ability to
accurately describe their own personality, either due to lack of insight or deliberate distortion
(Ganellen, 2007; Huprich & Bornstein, 2007). To overcome such possible limitations of first-
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person accounts, the DSM-5 recommends the use of “supplementary information from other
informants” (American Psychiatric Association, 2013, p. 647).
Evidence has repeatedly demonstrated that reports from informants provide incremental
validity beyond self-report for predicting concurrent and prospective functioning for a wide
variety of outcomes (Connelly & Ones, 2010; Klein, 2003), including military discharge
(Fiedler, Oltmanns, & Turkheimer, 2004). In the PD field, significant others and peers are the
typical informants (South, Oltmanns, Johnson, & Turkheimer, 2011), although clinicians are one
particular type within this broader class.
Although well-acquainted peers are particularly valuable informants as they can provide
information about how maladaptive behaviors impact an individual across a variety of situations,
their ability to report may be colored by their own perceptions and biases. For example, the
spouse of someone with deceitful and manipulative tendencies will likely be quite aware and
readily report upon these traits, but might even over-report on them given the likely interpersonal
frustrations they have experienced. Clinicians are also humans and countertransference might
color their impressions. Nonetheless, their professional positions relative to the client may allow
them greater objectivity to accurately portray symptoms.
Training and Clinical Experience. In addition to possible biases, significant others and peers
may be limited by their ability to accurately detect the fairly complex patterns of behavior that
characterize PDs (Perry, 1992). Although one can reasonably debate the depth of focus on PD
diagnosis in most graduate programs, clinicians do receive extensive training on the assessment
and diagnosis of mental disorders and can call upon their experience with a wide variety of
patients in order to detect and elicit PD-relevant information. Westen (1997) has extensively
criticized the abilities of lay persons, including informants, to adequately report on personality
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pathology. For example, he noted that “understanding people requires training. Psychiatrists
would not need 3- to 5-year residencies if diagnoses of subtle psychological processes were so
readily apparent to lay observers” (p. 897). Although it may be tautological to suggest that
psychiatrists’ impressions of PDs are valid because they completed a psychiatry residency, it is
certainly reasonable to suggest that the extensive training, competency, and knowledge that is
required to obtain a mental health degree, and ultimate license, does improve one’s ability to
diagnosis mental illness.
Clinicians Use of PDs in Clinical Practice
In considering the potential value of clinicians as an assessment source, a first step is
elucidating how clinicians make PD diagnoses in routine clinical practice. Although DSM-5
(APA, 2013) offers a specific algorithm for arriving at a PD diagnosis—typically meeting half,
or one more than half, of the criteria—research suggests clinicians do not apply the DSM-5 so
methodically (First et al., 2014). Systematically assessing the diagnostic criteria, such as via a
semistructured interview, is the hallmark of PD diagnosis within research settings but is rare in
clinical practice settings (Widiger & Samuel, 2005). Instead, Perry (1992) has argued that
clinicians prefer to rely on global impressions based on their unstructured interviews and
subjective experience of interactions rather than systematically assessing diagnostic criteria.
Specifically, clinicians report that they find more value in listening to the patient describe
interactions with significant others than in asking direct questions about symptoms or
administering formal questionnaires (Westen, 1997). Other studies have argued that these global
impressions are themselves based largely on a few diagnostic criteria that are very salient (Kim
& Ahn, 2002). But in either case, what is clear is that therapists rarely apply the existing criterion
sets systematically when arriving at PD diagnoses (First et al., 2014).
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Some have applauded this routine departure from the DSM criterion sets, even going so
far as to criticize rigorous adherence to the criteria. Shedler (2015) has argued that the use of
criteria “minimized the role of clinical inference and treated PD diagnosis as a largely technical
task of tabulating signs and symptoms” (p. 226). Nonetheless, it is the case that when presented
with information from a semistructured interview, clinicians readily incorporate this into their
diagnoses (Zimmerman & Mattia, 1999). Thus, it appears that clinicians do find value in the
systematic application of diagnostic criteria sets.
One criticism of the unstructured diagnostic approach is the possibility, if not probability,
that idiosyncratic differences in the aggregation of information limits the reliability and validity
of this approach. Westen and Weinberger (2004) have suggested that clinical judgment, per se,
should not be conflated with the method of aggregation. They suggest instead that clinicians’
diagnoses are simply another source of actuarial prediction when collected using a systematic
and comprehensive measurement tool. Westen and Shedler (1999) created the Shedler-Westen
Assessment Procedure (SWAP) with such an intention. The SWAP-200 is a clinician-rated cardsort measure that includes 200 statements likely relevant to PD description. These statements are
then sorted into a fixed-distribution of eight piles, with successively fewer spaces (Blagov, Bi,
Shedler, & Westen, 2012). The item-set uses specialized wording that “provides dynamic
clinicians a common vocabulary with which to express their observations and inferences about
character and character pathology” (Shedler, 2002; p. 434). As such, the SWAP can only be
completed by a treating clinician after a significant period of clinical interaction. The SWAP can
be scored for the DSM-5 PD constructs as well as factor-analytically derived prototypes and has
obtained validity support including agreement across separate interviewers (Westen &
Muderrisoglu, 2003) and relations with outcome variables (Westen, Shedler, Bradley, & DeFife,
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2012). Nonetheless, the SWAP has also been criticized on a number of grounds including its
fixed distribution (Block, 2008) and other problematic psychometric features (Wood, Garb,
Nezworski, & Koren, 2007). Indeed, a recent study has suggested that the increased convergent
validity of the SWAP may come at the expense of weakened discriminant validity (Gritti,
Samuel, & Lang, in press). More research is needed to investigate the properties of the SWAP200 as well as other systematic methods of collecting PD descriptions from practicing clinicians.
Construct Validity of Clinicians as an Assessment Source
Interrater Reliability. A central impetus of the specific diagnostic criterion sets that were
a primary innovation of DSM-III was enhancing the diagnostic reliability across raters. Kraemer
and colleagues (2012) have highlighted how little is known about the rates of diagnostic
agreement among independent raters, yet this is central to the validity of any diagnosis. If two
separate clinicians interview a client and reach differing conclusions, then one can have little
confidence in the overall validity of the diagnoses.
One way to estimate diagnostic agreement of clinician raters is to calculate agreement
after they have read a standardized vignette. Such studies have routinely suggested there is broad
agreement when clinicians are asked to rate a prototypic case of a PD in terms of the traits of the
FFM (Samuel & Widiger, 2004). Similarly, when clinicians are provided with a brief vignette
they produce comparable diagnostic ratings (Samuel & Widiger, 2009; Sprock, 2003), providing
preliminary support for the interrater reliability of PD diagnoses. Of course, in real-world
settings, clinicians are not presented with a brief vignette. Instead, clinicians must meet with a
person and elicit diagnostic information on the basis of relatively brief interactions. The DSM-5
field trials evinced a more rigorous methodology, in which two raters separately interviewed a
client and the results were mixed with regard to the PD agreement. The rate of pooled agreement
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for BPD was considered “good” at K = .54, but this combined discrepant values across two sites.
The agreement at the Center for Addiction and Mental Health was .75, but the comparable value
at the Menninger Clinic was only .34. Moreover, the categorical agreement for antisocial PD -- a
construct with historically high reliability -- was only .21. Schizotypal and obsessivecompulsive PDs were not prevalent enough to calculate a reliable estimate (Regier et al., 2013).
Samuel (2015) reviewed the literature and found nine studies that reported agreement for
PDs across raters. Some of these studies featured a method in which two clinicians interviewed a
patient jointly although most administered unstructured interviews separately. Samuel concluded
that levels of agreement appeared slightly higher when the clinicians provided ratings with a
standardized instrument (e.g., the SWAP), but were generally modest and only marginally within
the range of agreement deemed acceptable by Kraemer and colleagues (2015). It is important to
note, though, that in nearly all of these studies at least one of the interviews was administered by
a separate clinician for the sake of research, not by someone involved in the clinical care of the
patient. Very few studies have obtained PD ratings from two separate individuals who are both
actively involved as a treating clinician (e.g., Hesse & Thylstrup, 2008). Clearly more research is
needed on the naturalistic agreement between PD ratings by two clinicians who are providing
clinical services to the same patient (e.g., group co-leaders; individual and group therapists;
prescribing psychiatrists and psychotherapist).
Construct Validity. Clinicians are necessary for determining the interrater reliability of
clinical diagnoses, and reliability is necessary for validity. Therefore, there is also a great deal of
research that has employed clinician ratings as another source for testing hypotheses and
investigating the validity of specific constructs. For example, Blais (1997) examined the
hypothesis that PDs are linked with the domains of the FFM by obtaining ratings of the DSM-IV
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PDs and the markers of the FFM from 100 practicing psychiatrists, psychologists, and social
workers. Specifically, Blais concluded that this research extended prior findings by
demonstrating that “these findings are not method or sample specific and thereby strengthens the
conviction that these two personality systems are meaningfully related” (p. 391). A variety of
other studies have utilized clinicians as a unique source of ratings to determine if prior findings
(typically those from self-report questionnaires) generalize to these expert raters. Although there
are exceptions (e. g., Blais & Malone, 2013), most of this research has suggested that clinician
ratings do not fundamentally differ from self-report ratings in terms of structure (Morey,
Krueger, & Skodol, 2013) or test-retest consistency (Samuel & Widiger, 2011).
Agreement with other Sources. A routine aspect of construct validation is the multitraitmultimethod matrix (Campbell & Fiske, 1959), which suggests that the same constructs should
evince similar properties and correlate across methods. Building on this same idea are a number
of studies that have examined the agreement of PD ratings by clinicians with those from other
sources, such as self-report or semistructured interviews (Widiger & Boyd, 2009). Samuel
(2015) provided a recent review of this literature and concluded that there was only modest
agreement between PD ratings provided by treating clinicians and those from the other sources.
The median dimensional agreement across the 27 studies that had reported such a correlation
ranged from a .05 to .36, with an overall median of .23. This omnibus correlation did mask
subtle, but important, differences across studies. For example, the review noted that clinician
ratings agreed slightly more highly with PD diagnoses generated by semistructured interviews
administered by research personnel (mdn K = .30; mdn r = .28) than with self-report
questionnaires (mdn K = .08; mdn r = .22). Furthermore, when clinician ratings were aggregated
using a systematic method, such as the SWAP, the agreement with other methods was enhanced
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(mdn r = .33) relative to unsystematic methods (mdn = .19). Overall, though, this research has
suggested that the PD diagnoses assigned routinely by clinicians in their clinical practice have
relatively little overlap with the diagnostic ratings provided via semistructured interviews and
self-report questionnaires in research settings. This has important—and potentially
problematic—implications for the translation of empirical research into evidence-based practice.
Indeed, if the individuals diagnosed with borderline PD (BPD) within a treatment study are
decidedly different than those diagnosed with BPD in clinical practice, then the clinician cannot
have confidence that the client will benefit from that empirically-supported treatment.
Comparative and Predictive Validity. Given the relatively limited agreement between
clinicians’ diagnoses and other methods, an obvious question that remains is “who is right?” Of
course, the answer to any such question is rarely straightforward or clear-cut and the most likely
scenario is reciprocal validity of alternate sources. This has certainly been the case for other
types of informants, as they routinely increment self-report, but self-report also increments the
informants (Carlson, Vazire, & Furr, 2011; Klein, 2003; Miller et al., 2005; Oltmanns &
Turkheimer, 2009). Similarly, Hopwood et al. (2008) reported that semistructured interviews and
self-report questionnaires have unique strengths for detecting specific diagnostic criteria for
Borderline PD. It stands to reason, then, that there would be aspects of PD where self-report
might be preferred (e.g., less observable mental processes, such as chronic feelings of
emptiness), but other—perhaps more evaluative traits—for which clinician informants might be
particularly valuable (Connelly & Ones, 2010).
To date, only a single study that has directly compared the reciprocal validity of clinician
ratings to other sources. Samuel et al. (2013) examined the ability of PD ratings completed by
clinicians, as well as self-reports and semistructured interviews to predict psychosocial
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functioning over five years in a large clinical sample. The results of a series of hierarchical
regressions indicated that clinicians’ naturalistic diagnoses never provided incremental validity
beyond the semistructured interviews and only incremented self-report questionnaires in one of
the four comparisons. In contrast, the self-report and interview-rated PD diagnoses predicted
significant variance in functioning beyond the clinician ratings in eight of the ten comparisons
examined. Although, these were limited by the lack of a clinician-rated functioning variable, they
represent a strong test of comparative validity of clinicians’ naturalistic PD ratings. Future
research that makes similar comparisons using a systematic method for clinician diagnosis would
be highly informative in determining the relative validity of these sources.
Clinicians’ Diagnostic Biases. In addition to the research examining the reliability and
predictive validity of clinicians PD diagnoses, a sizeable literature has also examined their
diagnoses for potential biases. It is well-known that clinical judgment is routinely inferior to
statistical prediction due to the human mind’s inability to accurately detect, encode, and weight
all the information relevant to a given decision (Grove, Zald, Lebow, Snitz, & Nelson, 2000).
Thus, it is not surprising that research has shown that practicing clinicians, as with any human
facing a complex decision, often employ heuristics that can lead to a variety of biases when
making PD diagnoses.
One such bias is the tendency for a lack of coherence between the overall diagnosis and
the clinician’s own ratings of individual criteria (Morey & Benson, 2016; Morey & Ochoa,
1989). In these studies, clinicians were asked to first provide a rating of the diagnostic criteria for
all PDs and then to provide a separate rating of each PD as present or absent. Morey and Ochoa
(1989) found routine inconsistencies between these methods as assigned diagnoses did not match
the diagnoses that would be expected based on the criteria themselves in 72% of the 291 cases
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rated. Major sources of the inconsistency appeared to be the overweighting of certain criteria
that, when present, led to overdiagnosis, or were treated as exclusion criteria when absent. For
example, borderline PD was often diagnosed among clients that exhibited the criteria of selfharm, self-damaging impulsivity, or affective lability even when a total of five criteria were not
present (Morey & Ochoa, 1989). These findings were recently replicated using data from a
DSM-5 field trial (Morey & Benson, 2016). Research by Kim and Ahn (2002) suggests that
these departures from the criterion sets are due to clinicians’ mental representations of PDs that
view certain symptoms as more causally central to the diagnosis.
Research also suggests that clinicians alter their diagnostic impressions of case vignettes
based on the demographic features of the client (Lopez, 1989). For example, gender bias for PDs
has been examined in a number of ways (Widiger, 1998), but one common method has been to
experimentally manipulate the gender of a case vignette and have clinicians provide diagnostic
ratings (e. g., Warner, 1978). Although results have varied across studies, likely due to
differences across the vignettes, the most common findings have been a tendency to diagnose
histrionic PD more often in women and antisocial and/or narcissistic more often in men
(Flanagan & Blashfield, 2005; Ford & Widiger, 1989; Samuel & Widiger, 2009). Potential
biases on the basis of race and ethnicity are also a concern for the PD diagnoses (Garb, 1997). A
few studies have also employed the case vignette methodology among clinicians to investigate
possible racial biases. Interestingly, this research has suggested that clinicians within the UK are
more likely to diagnose PDs for cases presented as white/Caucasian than as black/AfricanCaribbean (Mikton & Grounds, 2007).
In light of these findings it is relevant to consider the initial proposal of the DSM-5
Personality and Personality Disorders Work Group (PPDWG) was to abandon criterion sets in
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favor a prototype matching approach (Widiger, 2011). An explicit impetus behind this proposal
was to embrace the naturalistic diagnostic practices as “clinicians tend to think more readily in
terms of prototype matching” (Skodol & Bender, 2009; p. 390). Although it may well be the
case that clinicians naturally think in terms of prototypes, it is quite ironic to suggest that the
official diagnostic procedures should bend in response (i.e., Shedler et al., 2011). Considering
the demonstrated biases in these routine judgments due to these heuristics, it is much more
logical to call for clinicians to changes their diagnostic practices than to accurately model that
flawed approach. Fortunately, based on multiple critiques (e.g., Widiger, 2011; Zimmerman,
2011), this proposal was ultimately abandoned in favor of a much more empirically supported
alternative. The path forward favors identifying the causes and consequences of diagnostic biases
followed by training clinicians to utilize accurate and valid diagnostic approaches.
Limitations to the Validity of Clinicians’ as an Assessment Source. Practicing clinicians
provide PD diagnoses to individuals across the country every day and, as such, it is highly
worthwhile to understand the cognitive processes by which those diagnoses are assigned, as well
as determine their ultimate construct validity. In short, they represent a key focus of empirical
research on PD diagnosis. Clinicians bring to bear a wealth of experience and a tremendous
depth in the understanding of psychopathology. Nonetheless, the findings suggest that, no matter
how well-trained or experienced, there are limitations to clinicians’ PD diagnoses, just as there is
for any single source. There are several reasons why clinicians’ PD diagnoses may be limited.
First, their interactions with the client are confined to a single, highly-controlled context.
Research suggests that clients’ interactions within the consulting room are among the chief
inputs for a clinician’s diagnostic impressions (Westen, 1997). A therapy session is, nearly
exclusively, a one-on-one situation in a specific setting with strongly-defined roles. As such, it
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should not be surprising if a client’s behavior is restricted compared other contexts. Second,
clinicians typically interact with the client for only one hour per week, resulting in approximately
ten hours of contact over a 12-week treatment. This obviously indicates that the therapist lacks
direct access to the vast majority of a client’s lived experience and so ultimately relies primarily
on the client’s report to fill in those gaps. Third, although some PD symptoms are manifest in
terms of specific behaviors that can be directly observed, many more are inner feelings and states
that must be inferred on the basis of self-report or by indirect observation. As is true for all
human beings, this inferential process is inherently limited for complex judgments that rely on
weighting multiple data points (Grove et al., 2000).
Importantly, these facts do not suggest that clinicians should be shunned as an assessment
source, particularly when their ratings are aggregated systematically (Westen & Weinberger,
2004). Nonetheless, it does suggest that clinicians’ PD ratings should not be considered an
infallible gold-standard that some have suggested (Shedler et al., 2011). Clinicians, like all
humans, have biases and these idiosyncrasies in the collection or aggregation of data should not
be celebrated or reified. In sum, research on clinicians’ mental processes and diagnoses are
highly valuable for determining what actually happens during PD diagnosis, but they should not
be interpreted as informing what should happen in PD diagnosis.
Clinical Utility
Another specific area where research with clinicians has been quite informative is in
determining the clinical utility of the PD system. As was the case for past editions, clinical utility
is explicitly emphasized in the DSM-5 as the preface indicates that “this edition of DSM was
designed first and foremost to be a useful guide to clinical practice,” (APA, 2013; p. xli). First et
al. (2004) proposed that clinical utility should be defined as “the extent to which DSM assists
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clinical decision makers in fulfilling the various clinical functions of a psychiatric classification
system” (p. 947). These various functions include case conceptualization, communication with
professional and lay audiences, differential diagnosis, choosing appropriate interventions,
improving outcomes, and predicting future course (Mullins-Sweatt & Widiger, 2009). It is
perhaps debatable to what extent the DSM should prioritize utility versus validity (Crego, Sleep,
& Widiger, 2016). Certainly it is the case that even the most valid model would fail its purpose if
it is not useful in clinical practice. Yet, it is also true that models that emphasize utility at the
expense of validity will also fail, so some balance of these two is necessary. This goal of clinical
utility, however, has proven largely elusive for the current personality disorder nomenclature
(Verheul, 2005). Consequently, a relatively wide literature has emerged that has collected the
perceived utility of various models of PD from practicing clinicians (Mullins-Sweatt & Lengel,
2012). This literature can mostly be divided into three primary methodologies: Ratings of
prototypical cases or vignettes (Samuel & Widiger, 2006; Sprock, 2003), experimental
manipulations (Glover, Crego, & Widiger, 2012; Rottman, Ahn, Sanislow, & Kim, 2009), and
ratings of treated clients (Mullins-Sweatt & Widiger, 2011; Spitzer, First, Shedler, Westen, &
Skodol, 2008).
Broadly, these studies have indicated much stronger support for the utility of the
dimensional models relative to the DSM-IV categories. Further, when clinicians were provided
with comparable methods and appropriate contextualization information, there did not appear to
be appreciable differences in utility across a variety of dimensional models (Mullins-Sweatt &
Lengel, 2012). A notable recent study replicated many of these prior findings using the specific
components of the DSM-5 Section III PD model (Morey, Skodol, & Oldham, 2014). Morey and
colleagues utilized a sample of practicing clinicians who rated their own clients in terms of this
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model and then compared ratings of utility of those from the DSM-5 Section II model (i.e., the
legacy categories). They found significant support in favor of the Section III system, with the
strongest support for the dimensional traits, which were favored by psychiatrists and
psychologists alike.
Finally, a study by Samuel and Widiger (2011) is notable as it remains the only one that
has collected impressions of utility after clinicians had utilized the model longitudinally. Samuel
and Widiger (2011) had clinicians provide diagnostic impressions for the FFM traits and the
DSM-IV PD categories. Clinicians then provided ratings of clinical utility after the initial
diagnostic ratings and then again after six months of treatment. Like prior studies, clinicians
found the dimensional traits to be more useful than the categories. Importantly, though, the
longitudinal nature of this study suggests that the traits were useful during the ensuing treatment.
Nonetheless, this study and all others of clinical utility are ultimately limited in that they study
perceptions of utility. An ultimate test will be to show that they are useful for improving
outcomes and specifying the mechanisms by which various models provide information that
enhances clinical decision making.
Issues to Consider when Sampling Clinicians
Considering all the available data we conclude that the sampling of practicing clinicians
remains a valuable research practice, despite the acknowledged limitations. Specifically, care
should be taken not to presume greater validity for clinicians’ ratings. Rather, their diagnoses and
ratings should be subjected to the same level of empirical scrutiny as any other method or source.
With this in mind, there are several issues to consider when sampling clinicians.
Duration of Clinical Contact. A central consideration is how much clinical contact is
required before a clinician can provide valid ratings. On the one hand, clinicians frequently
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assign provisional diagnoses at the conclusion of an intake interview. On the other, given the
complexity and potential stigma, clinicians are often understandably reluctant to provide a PD
diagnosis based on a single meeting. Thus, the question is how long a clinician must know a
client before they know the individual well enough to provide a reasonable diagnosis. Westen
and Shedler indicate a minimum of six hours of clinical contact before completing the SWAP
(Westen et al., 2012). Although a longer duration will certainly provide greater familiarity, it is
complicated by the potential for clinical change due to therapy. Thus care should be taken to
isolate initial diagnoses and current functioning from subsequent diagnoses.
Participation Rate. An inherent difficulty of research with clinicians is the rate of
participation. Response rates to postal or electronic mail surveys typically hover around 10-15%,
although some have been as low as 1% (Spitzer et al., 2008); with rates higher among
psychologists than psychiatrists (Westen & Shedler, 1999). All too often, published articles do
not even report a response rate. Given this, a primary limitation to collecting samples of
clinicians involves the possibility of self-selection biases impacting findings. In an effort to
increase participation, studies have offered honorariums to clinicians that approximate an hourly
wage (e.g., up to $200/hour). Although there is no clear data on the impact this has on
participation, it does appear that compensation is necessary for studies asking for than a few
minutes from clinicians. An additional method of sampling, that has been used profitably in the
ICD-11 revisions (Keeley et al., 2016), is to rely on practice panels of interested clinicians who
are then surveyed for particular purposes. However, this type of approach likely reflects some
inherent preferences and referral biases that again complicate findings in unknown ways.
Sample Size. In addition to relatively low response rates to mail surveys, it can be even
more challenging to obtain large samples of practicing clinicians for more intensive studies. For
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example, comparative studies that collect ratings from clinicians as well as report from the
clients are particularly difficult. Most studies of that nature have samples that are quite modest.
For example, Samuel (2015) reviewed 27 studies that compared clinicians PD diagnoses to other
methods and the median sample size was 72. However, even that number is deceptively large as
some studies simply recorded clinicians’ chart diagnoses, requiring little effort from clinicians.
For example, the five studies that employed the SWAP to collect clinician ratings had a median
sample size of 47. This type of study is also quite expensive as collecting 50 clinician ratings
might cost as much as $10,000 in direct participant payments. Given the current funding climate
at NIMH focuses heavily on neurobiology, large-scale studies of this sort appear unlikely to find
federal funding. Indeed, the most recent large-scale study of this sort was for data collected by
Morey and colleagues on clinicians’ use of the DSM-5 PD models and was “self-funded.” It
would be reasonable for the American Psychiatric Association themselves to fund this sort of
research on the validity and utility of DSM diagnoses, but as yet, this has not occurred.
Regardless of the reasons, very few studies that have obtained large samples of practicing
clinicians. What literature does exist typically relies upon passive participation (i.e., chart
diagnoses) or makes do with smaller samples. Although statistical power should always govern
sampling decisions from a scientific perspective, the practical limitations should also be
recognized. Given the difficulty in obtaining the funding necessary for large scale diagnostic
studies, researchers should continue to work toward creative solutions to systematically study
clinicians’ diagnostic impressions. One such option might be to integrate clinician ratings into
treatment outcome studies. Not only would this provide a vehicle for more efficiently gathering
therapist ratings, but it would also allow the direct comparison of therapist and self-report
methods for predicting outcomes. A secondary option would be to organize practice networks
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that integrate a standard assessment and outcome-tracking battery into clinical care across a
broad sample of mental health practitioners. In the interim, if studies that employ practicing
clinicians are held to the same sample-size expectations as studies that rely on self-reports or
semistructured interviews, then the literature will remain sparse. Thus we see value of publishing
findings from relatively small samples of clinicians -- perhaps as small as 40-50 – to build the
literature on this important topic while recognizing the limitations of these sample sizes.
Method of Data Collection from Clinicians. A central question regarding research with
clinicians is the method of data collection. Researchers seeking to employ clinicians face a
difficult choice without appealing options. They must navigate between the Scylla of utilizing
abbreviated measures comprise validity, but maximize sample size and the Charybdis of using
well-validated, but longer measures that compromise participation from busy professionals. The
vast majority of prior research has chosen the former and relied on brief, unsystematic ratings
from clinicians. Yet an emerging literature suggests that these sort of clinician ratings lack
validity, suggesting that more well-validated measures are needed to properly isolate the validity
of this data source.
Conclusions
Given they are the front-line users of the diagnostic system, clinicians have much to
recommend them as a potentially valuable source for research, such as through surveys of user
acceptability or the study of the validity of their diagnostic impressions. Although there are
practical obstacles, we hope this paper spurs greater interest in to integrating clinicians into PD
research. Nonetheless, the existing research on the validity of their naturalistic diagnostic ratings
also indicates that therapists have biases, just as with any assessment source, that cautions
against the belief that they represent a gold-standard of diagnosis. Rather, our hope is that
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continued research will determine how information from clinicians, as well as other sources,
such as self-report, can be fruitfully integrated to improve diagnostic practice.
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